A selling point for your solutions can often be the trusted software your clients rely upon. But installing software stacks through your own process or an outside integrator can delay critical time to market and revenue. With embedded operating systems from Dell EMC OEM Solutions, you can deliver your solutions with the properly licensed operating system (OS) of your choice — Microsoft, VMware, Red Hat or SUSE — resalable to your customers around the world.

Your entire software solution can be preloaded and factory installed to suit your needs, ensuring compliance standards are met. In addition, unique customization features allow you to create and lock down your solution.

A simple path to your complete solution

Begin with embedded operating systems from Dell EMC OEM Solutions.

Take advantage of custom installation.
Bring the benefits of enterprise-class lifecycle, stability, service and support to your solutions.

**Windows Embedded**

Microsoft Windows Embedded

- Gain extended lifecycle (up to 15 years from general availability), allowing more time to migrate to the next generation and providing image stability for the life of the platform.
- Customize your logo at start-up, boot directly to your application, lock down the solution and more.
- Have Dell EMC OEM license, install and activate Windows, providing a baseline image to build your solution.
- Ship your solutions globally, eliminating a need for regional Microsoft agreements.

**VMware Embedded**

VMware Embedded

- Reduce development time and speed time to market with proven, pre-configured virtualized solutions.
- Simplify deployment and management while increasing efficiency, flexibility and uptime.
- Extend application lifecycles by decoupling applications from underlying hardware.
- Expand product capabilities with solutions for management, security, high availability and more.
Red Hat Embedded

- Take advantage of an open-source OS for a variety of embedded solutions.
- Protect profitability with solutions adaptable to complex deployments.
- Deliver a tested and certified stable platform with Red Hat enterprise support.
- Distribute globally with resalable version-agnostic subscription licenses.

SUSE Embedded

- Develop, maintain, grow and manage systems across a wide range of platforms and industries.
- Provide powerful, real-time security with full transparency into code fixes, patches and updates.
- Lower total cost of ownership with flexible embedded-specific subscription models.
- Include world-class support for your solutions from proven SUSE Linux experts.
- Distribute globally with resalable version-agnostic subscription licenses.

Dell EMC OEM Solutions can add the benefit of correct embedded licensing of Windows, VMware, Red Hat or SUSE to nearly any solution.

To learn more about Dell EMC OEM Solutions and embedded operating systems, contact your Dell OEM Solutions Account Executive or visit DellEMC.com/OEM